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After World Archive
The First Log

A Short Story

The lighting is poor in this small, strange metal room.
There are no windows.

There  is  one  thin  mattress  on  a  weak  metal
frame. It's been pushed up against a wall.

Other than that, the room consists of little more
than  a  desk  and  tiny,  open  closet  at  the  back  of  the
room. It's empty, unused.

Upon  the  desk  is  a  clear,  computerized
notebook-like device that stands upright beside a neat
stack of papers.

Sitting  at  the  desk  in  an  uncomfortable  wire
chair is a man in his mid-thirties. He looks as though
he's  been  through  hell.  His  clothing  is  crumpled  and
loose across his frame. His sweat laced salt and pepper
hair is a mess and jaw line unshaven.

He scratches at his jaw and then rubs his sweaty
palms across his pant leg.

“Right, uhh...” He clears his throat. “Here goes.”
The  man  scoots  forward  in  his  chair,  takes  a

breath,  and  begins  to  type  across  the  clear,  fragile
device. On the screen, at the top right corner, reads the
words: “HISTORY LOG: 12-12-2397”

“My name is Robert Smith... And this is my first
log.”

---
The  first  floor  apartment  is  organized,  neat.
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Everything has a proper location and resides within that
location. There are pockets, folders, drawers, baskets- it
looks as though it were a model home.

The space,  itself,  is  brightly lit  with numerous
walls upon walls of windows that line all sides of the
building. 

It's  a  sunny,  beautiful  day  in  the  bustling
mountain city of Oliver, After World.

The  America's,  they  used  to  call  this  place.
Northern America. But that is nearly the extent of the
After  World's  knowledge of  the Old World.  After  all,
most of that once vast, luscious land is now buried in
the toxic waste of ocean.

The  Great  War  Of  Mankind,  they  called  that
which had devoured the Earth.

And Great, it was.
Not a single individual managed to keep out of

it's reach.
But that's a different story.
This  is  the  story of  the  archives,  of  the  After

World's attempt to keep it's history in check.
A breeze drifts in through one of the apartment's

open windows.
“It  all  started  about  a  week  ago...  When  I

received my letter of notice...” 
Upon the blue, pastel clothed table sits a basket

full of opened mail. At the very top sits an official letter
sent from the After World Headquarters there in town. 

---
Robert  shifts  uncomfortably  in  his  chair.  He's

stopped his story to situate himself.
It only takes a moment, then, for him to continue
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tapping away at the pressure sensitive keys on screen.
---

A large  window  sits  several  inches  from  the
ceiling. It's considerable in width, as apposed to length.

Light  beams  through  it  to  naturally  light  the
apartment bathroom.

“Of course, had I known what I would be getting
myself into...”

Robert reaches beside a vase of fresh cut flowers
to pick up a well cleaned electric razor. He runs it up the
side of his cheek where he'd apparently missed a spot.

His reflection looks good, healthy.
When it's clean, there's an almost brownish tint

to his otherwise gray/white hair.
“Had I known... that stale air, a tight bunker, and

water powered electrical circuits awaited me...”
Robert reaches up to run his hand down his face

and neck. It's smooth, as it should be.
Deep  blue  eyes  stare  at  themselves  through  a

circular  mirror.  They  appear  calm,  if  not  void  of
emotion.

Robert reaches down to fuss with his razor. He's
wiping it off, cleaning it, when there's a knock upon his
door.

It  sounds  twice,  followed  by  a  steady  humm
throughout his home's speaker system.

“Well, had I known...”
A voice sounds throughout the speaker system.
“Robert  Smith.  This  is  sergeant  Douglas  from

A.W.M.O. We've come to escort you to headquarters.”
The man's voice is loud, clear, as he informs the man of
his intentions.
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There's a pause.
Then  Roberts  drops  his  utensils  and  steps  up

onto the lid of his toilet. With a twitchy, uncoordinated
motion, he unlatches the window, and it automatically
pops open.

The grown man squirms his way out and onto a
bed of flowers. Robert winces, and darts a look to the
front  entrance  of  his  apartment  building.  Officers  in
uniform have spotted the runaway.

Heaving himself upright, Roberts makes a dash
for it down the hovercraft lined street. There's shouting
of orders to stop.

Three men in uniform run down the street after
the much slower, uncoordinated man.

They tackle him to the ground with ease.
---

From his present location, Robert takes a heavy
breath and stops typing out his story.

Then,  he  confesses,  “I  would  have  ran  a  lot
faster.”

---
The A.W.M.O. Headquarters rests on the edge of

the  mountain  city.  It's  built  like  a  bomb  shelter  and
ready for any attack the resistance may try to make.

Officers  in  white  uniforms  declare  their  ranks
with  several  thin  metal  pins  attached  to  their  lapels.
Soldiers,  on  the  other  hand,  walk  around  in  gray
uniforms. They are all equal in rank, and therefore have
nothing  but  the  tags  around  their  necks  to  tell  them
apart.

Two soldiers stand behind their General, Lucas
Greers. The man is flipping through a paper document,
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something  that  had  once  nearly  gone  extinct  at  the
height of Old World technology.

Because  of  this,  after  The  Great  War  Of
Mankind, much of history had been forgotten,  lost.  It
left the survivors scrambling in the dark, trying to make
sense of how their present came to be.

This  uncertainty  is  what  feeds  the  resistance.
They believe that individuality, separate nations, as they
were called, are what the After World needs to get back
on track.  With  separation,  they would  fix  the  wrongs
brought on by the G.W.O.M., whether it caused more
death in the process, or not.

This is of course a theory some have chosen to
take as gospel.

What life was like in the Old World is little more
than a guessing game.

The  After  World  has  sworn  to  learn  from the
mistakes  of  the  Old  World,  and  to  keep  the  world
together in one big alliance, one connected association.

That said, the resistance presses on.
And so, for the first time in After World history,

a civil war has emerged.
Greers glances up from the papers in his hands.
Before him,  Robert  Smith sits  curled up in an

armchair. He holds a suit case and black suit jacket in
his lap. His discomfort is clear to all as he fidgets in his
seat and glances around the room.

“Obsessive  compulsive  disorder,  Aquaphobia,
Claustrophobia, Mysophobia-” Greers stops reading the
file to take a tired breath. “Acrophobia, Haphephobia,
and...  Asthma...”  The  General  sends  Robert  a  tight
smile. “Well... Aren't we lucky to have you aboard?”
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Greers tosses the thick file down upon his desk
and leans back in his  chair.  His arms fold behind his
head.

At the sound of the file hitting the table, Robert
flinches and bends inward. He chews at his thumb and
refuses to meet the cold gray eye contact of the General.

Greers twists a frown and leans forward. He rubs
at his temple, then looks to the two stoic soldiers at his
back. “Please tell me this is a god damn joke.”

The soldiers don't so much as blink.
“And to top it all off, you're a pacifist.” Greers

sighs. “Pacifist... The glorified synonym for coward.”
Robert chokes out a cry. His eyes are watering.
Greers stares wildly from across the table.
With several short, stuttering releases of breath,

Robert pinches a frown and stares back.
Greers clears his throat. “Alright. Robert Smith,

you have been drafted to-” There's a cry from the other
end of the desk. “Drafted to...” There's a strangled gasp
of air.

Robert's face starts to redden. He isn't breathing.
“Partake...” Greers looks down to the documents

before  him.  “In  an  experiment  regarding  the  U.S.S.
LUCE- our new, state of the art battle submarine about
ready to be launched into action.”

“Submarine?”
Greers risks a look to Robert. He's hanging onto

the arms of his seat like they're his only grip on reality. 
“Yes.”
“You want me on a battle submarine?” His pitch

rises  the  longer  he  talks  on.  “Submerged  in  a  metal
container  with  millions  of  gallons  of  water  pressure
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dragging us further to Earth's restless core? The ocean?”
He can't breathe. “You want to lock me away in a steel
cage at the bottom of the ocean?” His mouth gapes. Salt
water bites at his eyes. The contact stings. “The ocean?”
He can imagine  it  perfectly.  The weight  of  the  water
crushing him to death, that is.

He's  lost  himself  in  a  vision  of  his  inevitable
death.

Greers stares back at the man who's so clearly
left his physical form.

The General tries an uncertain look back at the
soldiers in the room, but if this  is  a joke,  their  poker
faces are incredible.

“Jesus christ...”
This  is  the  man to  go  down in  history as  the

After World's first Archivist.
Robert Smith.

---
Light  beams  through  clear  blue  water.  It's  all

around, crushing down on Robert.  He can't  swim. He
can barely move.

He raises a hand toward the light, but something
drags him deeper. 

The further he sinks, the darker it gets until he
can't see anything at all. 

Buried at sea... alone. 
Was this what was to become of him?

---
Water splashes across Robert's face. He awakens

with  a  startled  gasp and jump backwards  on his  thin
hospital  bed.  His  left  hand  is  handcuffed  to  the  bed
frame.
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The care center is bright and small. It can only
hold about twenty beds or so. The rest of the space is
cramped with medical equipment.  Emergency medical
equipment.

He's still at headquarters, he realizes.
He can't remember passing out.
A tall,  thin  woman  in  a  white  lab  coat  stands

above  Robert.  She's  reaching  for  Greers,  as  though
trying to stop him from emptying his bucket of water
over the patient's head.

Obviously, she failed.
“Glad  you  could  join  us.”  Greers  says  with  a

drop of his bucket to the ground. He takes a seat beside
Robert's hospital bed. He reaches beside them, toward a
cabinet stocked with numerous types of medication.

Robert curls into a tighter ball as he watches the
General's  movements.  He's  begun  to  shake  from  the
drop in temperature.

Wet strands of hair cling to his brow and cheeks.
There's a quiet chatter of metal cuffs against a metal bed
frame, but he can't help the shaking.

Greers  reaches  passed  the  medicine,  up  to  the
top  of  the  cabinet  where  he'd  previously set  Robert's
paper file. He pulls it down into his lap, licks his thumb,
then opens it to the first page.

“Give us  a  moment,  would you?”  Greers  asks
the doctor.

The woman begrudgingly leaves Robert's beside
to attend to some of her other patients.

“You're a smart man, Mr. Smith. A writer, says
here. You've written several textbooks regarding some
recent history matters...  Particularly on the Civil Wars
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breaking out across the After World.”
Robert scratches nervously at his jawline.
“I  respect  that.  We  all  do...”  Ha  flips  a  page.

“Which is exactly why we're giving you this mission.”
He closes Robert's file. “Think of it as an extension of
your work.”

Greers tosses Robert's file back onto the cabinet
beside them. He leans forward in his seat and drops his
elbows to his knees for comfort. There are folds in the
older man's skin. They showcase the man's own history,
in a way. Joy, concern, worry... It's all right there, if one
bothered to look.

Robert uses his shoulder to brush some wet hair
out of his eye.

“As  you  know,”  Greers  begins.  “most  of  our
history was lost after the G.W.O.M.”

Robert  takes  a  shaky  breath.  When  Greers
doesn't continue, he nods his understanding.

Greers nods back, then continues, “We can't let
something like this happen again. This is why we need
you to write what were calling 'History Logs', for now.
You'll  upload them from the USS LUCE, into a safe,
underground location where they can never be touched.
From there,  we'll  be able  to retrieve every significant
moment  in  history,  no  matter  what  happens  to  our
computer systems.”

“That...  sounds...  wonderful,  and  all...  But  I'd
really rather not be involved.”

“It's one month.” Greers deadpans. Most would
kill for this opportunity. Not only does it keep the man
off  the  front  lines,  with  this  his  name  will  never  be
forgotten. “Suck it up and write about everything you
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see. That's all we ask.”
Robert wipes his nose on his shoulder. He can't

help his discomfort.
Greers  drops  his  look  from  Robert.  “One

month...”  Both  men  meet  one  another's  gaze.  “And
you'll  be permanently removed from the drafting  list.
That's a hell of a deal, believe me.”

Robert pulls himself up by his bound hands. “I
get  the  feeling  I  don't  have  much  of  a  say  in  the
matter...”

Greers  smiles.  It  pulls  pre-folded  skin  back
toward his prominent cheekbones.

The General's  arms cross over his chest.
“As I said, Mr. Smith... You're a smart man.”

---
The train interior is sleek and bold. The seats are

red and the aisles are more than of a comfortable width.
Most windows are covered by thick curtains, but several
give view to the dark night outside.

Robert sits in the corner of the train car. His nose
is stuck to files regarding everything one could possibly
want  to  know  about  the  USS  LUCE.  He's  studying,
trying to learn more about where he'll be forcibly held
for the next month.

The  other  three  seats  around  him are  void  of
people. However, they do carry his suit jacket, bag, and
neat stacks of paper.

At the front of the car, two men in uniform stand
guard. They're there to ensure Robert's safe arrival to the
After World Military docks.
 Robert loosens his tie and flips to another page.

From the  door  beside him,  in  steps  Samantha.
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She's wearing her doctor's coat with pride. It covers her
otherwise dark, bland apparel.

Robert  jumps  at  the  entrance  and  then  calms
himself by taking several breaths. He's not yet trapped
within a suffocating metal coffin, he reminds himself.

Samantha's dark ponytail swings with a look to
her immediate left. The man sitting there is lost in paper
file after paper file.

“Hey.” She greets.
Robert doesn't look up. “Hello.” He flips another

page.
Samantha  nods  politely and then  lifts  Robert's

jacket  to  take  it's  place  in  the  seat.  She  lets  out  a
satisfied huff and then raises her legs to rest on the arm
of the chair beside Robert's.

Robert  keeps  his  chin  down,  but  watches  this
with wide eyes.

The  doctor  leans  back  to  make  herself
comfortable.

Robert  darts  his  eyes  around the nearly empty
car of seats  and then up and down Samantha's casual
presence.

He blinks, repeatedly.
“May I help you...?”
Samantha  looks  to  Robert,  then  humms  and

closes her eyes. “Nope. I'm just-” She releases a breath.
“Keeping you company.”

Robert  opens his mouth to say something, and
then closes it. With a choking sound, he gently sets his
papers down on the chair in front of him and tries again.
“Does-” He blinks rapidly through a collecting thought.
“Does  your  company  have  to  be  so  unusually
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suffocating?”
Samantha  opens  her  eyes  to  narrow  slits.

“Excuse me?”
Robert  takes in a shaky breath and stiffens his

posture. “You have literally-” He gestures to Samantha's
legs. “Just closed off this space-”

The doctor  looks to  her  legs,  then drops  them
abruptly to the ground. “Sorry.” She pulls them closer to
herself. “So sorry about that.”

Roberts gives a curt nod. “It's fine.” He reaches
for his paperwork.

Samantha props her head up so that she can eye
the writer with ease.

Robert glances back at her, then retracts his hand
without  actually  having  grabbed  his  papers.  He  then
places his hands upon his knees and stares forward. His
body  language  is  practically  screaming  “Leave.  Me.
Alone.” but it's a hint that flies way over the doctor's
head.

“My name is Samantha Stephens.” She smiles.
“I'll  be  the  lead  medical  practitioner  on  the  USS
LUCE.” She winks. “You can log that.”

Robert forces a tight smile. “I'll be sure to.”
There's a silence between them, then, as Robert

stares forward and Samantha stares at Robert.
“Your  name's  Robert  Smith,  isn't  it?  I've  been

reading up on your medical conditions.”
“You know...” Robert's head tilts. He reaches for

it, then tugs lightly at his collar. “I'm feeling a bit faint.”
He clears his throat. “I think I might lie down.”

Samantha pulls out a flashlight from her pocket..
“Let me take a look at you. I am your doctor, after all.”
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She leans over to pull at the side of Robert's face, and he
jumps back, terrified out of his mind.

“No!” His hand shoots out between them. He's
clinging to the window's drapes, desperate to put more
space between them. “Please. Don't. Touch me.”

Samantha  startles  with  revelation.  “Oh,  god,  I
am  so  sorry.”  She  stands  and  takes  several  cautious
steps out into the space between the rows of seats. “I
forgot you were afraid of, umm-” She darts a look to the
closed doorway she had come in from. “Excuse me.”

Robert  slides  down  his  seat  when  Samantha
uncomfortably exits the train car. He clenches his jaw
and raises a hand to his chest. His head shakes at the
mere thought of skin to skin contact. All those germs? It
horrifies him.

“Are you alright, Mr. Smith?” One of the guards
at the front of the car asks.

Robert  looks  to  the  guard,  then  continues  to
shake  his  head.  “No.”  He  gives  a  few  more  shakes.
“No.” His hand stretches out to point at the crumpled up
jacket Samantha had moved. His hand is shaking from
his  discombobulated  nerves.  The  jacket  is  draped
disorderly over the top of the chair. “I need someone to
take that, and just-” He takes a shaky inhale. “Just burn
it, please.”

Robert  curls  uncomfortably  in  his  chair.  He
closes  his  eyes  through  an  exhale.  “Please,  just-
someone burn it.”

---
A large  black  hovercraft  pulls  up  to  the  After

World Ocean docks. The space is wide and empty, as
most of the vessels are underwater.
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However, in the distance, there are several large
water crafts that have not yet been given the approval to
be taken out. They're still in testing, understand, due to
the  stabilizer's  inability  to  keep  the  craft  steady over
large waves.

So, here they sit.
A wide housing unit for shipmates sits over by

the unused water crafts.
Other than that, the lot is left empty. It's unused

space that's been cut off from the outside world by tall,
electric gates that zap any potential intruders.

A breeze drifts through the air and over mucky
waters. It bites at the Captain and her two subordinates
standing on guard before their mostly submerged vessel.

Beside the open hatch stands one more shipmate.
His posture is as perfect as his captain's as they wait for
their doctor and new archivist to depart their craft.

Captain Floran Jones stands tall before the dock
to her submarine. Her cheeks blush from the bite in the
air. The skin on her hands crack for the same reason.

She's pale. Very much so, almost translucent.
Captain Jones has spent a large majority of her

adult  life  working on this  project.  It's  her everything.
And  needless  to  say,  allowing  some  incompetent
archivist  with  no  experience  aboard  puts  a  crease
between her brows.

Another push of wind sends the thin, platinum
colored hair that's not caught in a pointed uniform cap
or  long  braid,  into  her  face.  Blue  eyes  close  in
frustration.

Her on guard stance does not waver.
When the hovercraft  door glides open, a deep,
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controlled monotone voice escapes the young captain.
“Welcome  aboard  the  U.S.S.  LUCE,  the  first

ever After World battle submarine and your home for
the next thirty days.”

Robert  shakily  exits  the  craft.  He's  holding  a
suitcase in his arms as though it were tethering him to
the solid ground beneath his feet.

Samantha  walks  around  the  hovercraft  and
passed Captain Jones. She's sporting a large dark duffle
bag around her shoulder. She removes it only when the
man beside the submarine's hatch, Hector Todd, holds
out  his  hand  with  a  smile.  The  matching  tug  of  lips
could tell any clever observer these two are close.

Robert makes a choked noise at the back of his
throat  when  he  sees  the  massive  top  section  of  the
submarine. It terrifies him to know this is just the tip of
the iceberg, so to speak.

“Robert Smith.” Captain Jones calls.
Her  deep,  certain  voice  sends  a  shiver  down

Robert's spine. It's almost as terrifying as her vessel of
choice.

“We are pleased to have you aboard!” She forces
out. There is no emotion in her voice or expression. In
fact, she's not even looking at Robert as she says this.

“Thank you.” Robert coughs into his hand with
the most subtle glance around the closed off space as he
can manage.

The dock may be enormous, but it's security is
well thought out. There's no getting out of this one.

The  door  to  the  bulky  After  World  military
hovercraft closes behind Robert.

He startles a look back at it.
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He's outdoors,  and yet...  Robert  suddenly feels
he's suffocating.

“Wilson!” Captain Jones calls.
Her sheer volume is booming, deafening.
Again, it startles Robert.
The tall,  broad shouldered man at the captain's

right  solute's  the  air.  “Yes  ma'am!”  He  barks  just  as
loudly.

“Situate out guest.” She finally looks to Robert.
The contact is hard, intimidating. It puts Robert on edge.
“Our mission starts now.”

Robert  shuffles  the  tiniest  of  steps  toward  the
retreating captain. To her back, he asks, “I'm sorry, what
exactly is this mission? Where is it we're headed?”

Wilson walks up beside Robert and holds out his
hand in a manner much like the other sailor had done to
Samantha.

The  difference  in  height  makes  Robert  feel
small,  weak.  He  hugs  his  case  closer  and  gives  the
slightest turn of his back on this so called “Wilson”.

The naval soldiers still outside the USS LUCE
stop their advancement toward their off ground home.

The group looks coordinated,  official,  well  put
together, one might say. But that doesn't change the fact
that  this  is  the first  time an underwater  mission is  to
ever take place. And no matter how synchronized their
movements,  polite  their  words,  or  clean  their  official
blue  and white  head to  toe  uniforms may be,  Robert
cannot forget this fact.

Wind  attempts  to  push  Captain  Jones  back
toward the archivist,  but she holds her ground. Dully,
she peers over her left shoulder.
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“War, Mr. Smith.” She explains.
Robert's heart drops at the word.
He's lost the air in his lungs. It sends a ringing

through his ears and blurs his vision.
Robert stumbles a step back.
There's a hand on his shoulder, he realizes.
He  jumps  away  from  the  touch  and  looks

around.
He can't find his breath.
When did the air get so thin?
Robert looks around at all the distant ships and

worried faces. They blend together.
“Mr. Smith?” A voice asks.
He thinks  it's  coming from the  tan,  dark  eyed

gentleman beside him, but he can't be sure.
There's a blackness creeping over the corners of

Robert's vision.
He  tries  a  shaky,  startled  inhale,  but  the  air

refuses to reach his lungs.
The world goes black.
War.
They were taking him to war.

---
Robert's eyes open with a gasp.
He blinks, rapidly, at the sight ahead of him.
Dull metal.
There's an ungodly creak that rings in his ears. It

forces him to cringe and sit up.
He's on a thin mattress supported by the lowest

standard of frames he has ever seen.
His jaw drops in disgust at the blanket's wiry feel

beneath his fingertips.
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Robert shoots his hands up to clench before his
chest. With a gag, he stumbles to a stand and takes a
step back, toward the center of the room.

There are footsteps sounding all around him, as
well as the noise of distant voices.

The walls are distressed. Old, even.
The whole room screams salvaged material.
Robert  turns  and  runs  his  hands  through  his

graying hair. He tugs at the short strands.
There's the gentlest sway in his body.
The rooms feels as though it's alive.
Smells as though it's been buried at sea.
And looks as though it's been pieced together by

scrap metal.
Robert gasps in a tight breath when he looks to

the metal hunk of a doorway. The lock pad beside it is
flashing a red light at him.

He's too scared to find out what that means. So,
instead,  he  looks  to  the  unstable  desk  that's  been
attached to one of the walls.

On top of it is a clear, computerized device and
his trusty suitcase. He reaches for it.

There is a stampede of racing footsteps down the
hall his room is connected to.

Robert stills until they pass.
Once they have, he falls into the chair at his new

desk and unlocks his suitcase.
At the top are printed USS LUCE files. He grabs

them with one hand and tosses them chaotically upon
the ground. His fingers are jittery as they then pull out
one of the many bottles of medical, top- grade sanitation
cleansers he's brought along with him.
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He  unfastens  the  cap  and  pours  a  generous
amount into his hand.

There's a frustrated little noise that escapes his
throat when he rubs the cleanser into his skin. It fades,
with much of his unease, when the liquid begins to dry.

It  leaves  his  skin  tingling  with  new  found
cleanliness.

He sighs, and leans back in his chair.
For a moment, he just breathes and tries his best

to ignore the sounds of the submarine. Then, he pulls it
together and repacks the cleanser into his bag.

Carefully, he sets the case down beside him.
Robert frowns at the mess of papers on his floor.
He drops to his knees and re-stacks them.
After  hitting  the  bottom  of  the  stack  twice

against  the floor,  Robert  rises  to  a stand and sets  the
papers gently along the left corner of the desk.

He pushes in his chair, then reaches for the clear
device someone has left for him.

It lights to life at his touch.
Robert's  brows knit.  He looks the device over.

“Just what are you?”
At  the  top  of  the  screen  reads  the  words

“HISTORY LOG: 12-12-2397”
Robert  peers over the device,  then opens what

looks to be the top half of this notebook-style computer.
It opens, and the words at the top corner transfer to the
inside screen.

The archivist pulls out the chair, sets down the
device, and takes a seat. He scoots forward and releases
a breath.

His hands have gone moist with cold sweat.
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There's another creak from the vessel. It's long
and disturbing.

Robert's  rather  frail  body  shakes  from  the
submarine's low temperature and high strung nerves.

He scratches at his jaw and then rubs his sweaty
palms across his pant leg.

“Right, uhh...” He clears his throat. “Here goes.”
TO BE CONTINUED

To be notified when this series is updated, please
subscribe to www.amserstudios.com
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FROM THE AUTHOR

Hello,
I hope you liked the short story and ask that you please
leave me a review on Amazon/Goodreads/Ect, so that I
know what you thought of this insallment!
To be one of the first to read the latest updates on the
AFTER WORLD ARCHIVE series, please subscribe to
my  monthly  newsletter.  The  form  for  which  can  be
found at the bottom of my site!
 Http://www.amserstudios.com
A couple of my novelette series include: “ASSEMBLY
OF  PLANETS”,  which  is  a  fantasy/science
fiction/mystery collaboration, and “HOPE”, which is a
science fiction/crime/private detective hybrid.
Other  work  you  might  be  interested  in  is  my “NEW
WORLD”  series,  UNBELIEVE.  It's  Apocolyptic/Mad
Scientist/Sci-fi,  so if  that's  your  kind  of  thing,  please
take a look! 
Thank you again, and enjoy the rest of your day!
-Legend W. Brook
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